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ABSTRACT

Cooling and trapping neutral atoms with laser beams became a standard method of studying atom properties in
temperatures close to absolute zero. Precise knowledge of physical parameters of the atomic sample is of prime
importance in such studies, particularly the knowledge of the number of trapped atoms, their density and temperature.
Diagnostics aiming at determination of these parameters has to be performed optically, mainly with the spectroscopic
methods. In this paper, we present basic principles ofobtaining ultra-cold atoms and methods used for their diagnostics.
Some examples ofquantum effects specific for low-temperatures, revealed by these methods, are also demonstrated.
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1. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION OF A MAGNETO-OFHCAL TRAP

Temperatures of atoms in gaseous phase below 1 mK are nowadays routinely reached with the help of laser cooling.
Atoms cooled in such a way are trapped in magneto-optical traps. Appropriate experimental methods have been
developed since the lOs, which resulted in Nobel Prize awarded to Steven Chu, Claude Cohen.Tannoudji and William
Phillips in 19971,2,3 Fig. 1 depicts a simple scheme of a magneto-optical trap. Atoms in ulfra.high vacuum chamber
interact with three mutually perpendicular pairs of counterpropagating laser beams of the same frequency (about 10-20
MHz below atomic resonance frequency), circularly polarized in opposite senses. Atoms are also subjected to
inhomogeneous quadrupole magnetic field, created by two coils.

Figure 1. MOT principle: cold atom cloud is subjected to six counterpropagating laser beams, circularly polarized in opposite senses,
two coils create inhomogeneous quadrupole magnetic field (bent arrows represent magnetic field lines).

This field induces position-dependent splitting of atomic energy levels, being zero at the trap center. Atoms absorbing
the laser light experience light pressure. When the laser is tuned below the atomic resonance, the defect in excitation
energy has to be compensated by the atomic kinetic energy. Atoms moving with appropriate velocity absorb light more
efficiently and are submitted to higher light pressure than those at rest. This is how a light pressure slows down the
atoms, thereby lowering their temperature. Atoms are cooled with the use of suitable light polarization and Zeeman
effect and are localized in the trap center where the magnetic field equals zero. In magneto-optical traps up to about i09
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of atoms can be collected with final temperatures of the order of a fraction of mK. More detailed description of the
operation principles ofmagneto-optical traps, as well as their potentials and limitations can be found, e.g. in works14.

Magneto-optical traps are presently the main tool of ultracold matter physics. They enable research in temperatures
below 1 mK arid allow loading magnetic traps, where the lowest atomic temperatures (ofthe order of 10-100 nK) can be
reached by the process of the evaporating cooling with the radio-frequency field4. In such temperatures, Bose-Einstein
condensation can be achieved. It was first observed by Eric Cornell and Carl Wieman, who were rewarded in 2001 with
the Nobel Prize together with Wolfgang Ketterle5.

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ATOMIC TRAP

Since 1996, our team has studied cold atoms in several home-made MOTs. In those traps we use commercial laser
diodes, which we furnish with external tunable cavities and temperature and current stabilization. Laser frequency
stabilization is based on Doppler-free spectroscopy techniques whereas tuning is achieved with the use of acousto-
optical modulators, controlled by radio-frequency signals. The light power needed for the trap operation and further
studies (50-100 mW) is obtained with the injection-locking technique, i.e. with systems consisting of an external cavity
master laser and an ampliiing diode. Further details ofour system can be found in refs.6'7.

3. COLD ATOMS DIAGNOSTICS

In all experiments with cold atoms it is essential to determine physical conditions of the studied atomic sample.
Particularly important is the number oftrapped atoms, their density and temperature. As atoms in the trap can only be
investigated by electromagnetic fields, such diagnostics is performed using optical methods. Required parameters of the
cold sample, as well as their determination methods, are described in the following subsections.

3.1 Dimensions of the trapped atom cloud
Dimensions of the cloud are necessary for calculating its density and for temperature measurement with one of the
methods described in section 3.4. They are determined by the cloud imaging on the CCD camera equipped with an
optical system of calibrated magnification. Fig. 2 represents images of cold atom cloud in the first Cracow MOT'.
Resonance fluorescence emitted at 780 nm by Rb85 atoms excited by the trap beams is visible as bright traces. In
Fig. 2a), only fluorescence of atoms exposed to six erossing, counterpropagating laser beams, with magnetic field
turned off, can be seen. Fig. 2b) depicts the situation after switching on the magnetic field: the bright spot in the beam
intersection is due to the light emitted by about lO atoms cooled down to temperature of about 100 j.tK, localized in the
trap center within about 1 mm.

Standard dimensions of atomic clouds in MOTs vary from fractions of a millimeter to a few millimeters, depending on
laser beam dimensions and intensities and magnetic field gradients.

Figure 2. Photographs ofthe MOT interior: (a) magnetic field switched off— fluorescence light emitted by atoms in the intersecting
laser beams is visible as bright traces. (b) quadrupole magnetic field switched on — atoms are trapped in the trap center and are visible
as a bright spot.

3.2 Number of atoms in the trap
By imaging the trapped atomic cloud on a calibrated detector (photomultiplier or sensitive photodiode) one can
determine the number of trapped atoms: when the trapping beams are sufficiently intense to saturate the atomic
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transition, every atom emits one photon during the time of the order of its lifetime (26 ns for Rb). Knowing the solid
angle covered by the detector and its sensitivity, one can convert amplitude of the fluorescence signal to the number of
light emitting atoms. However, this method requires determination of the geometrical factors and detector sensitivity.
Alternative method is based on measurement of a total absorption ofresonant radiation by the trapped cloud. It requires
independent measurement ofcloud diameter. Standard numbers oftrapped atoms vary between i05 and iO.

3.3 Density of trapped atoms
After measuring the atomic cloud dimensions, and thereby its volume, it is possible to estimate density of the trapped
atoms basing on the determined atoms number. The density depends on the trapping beam intensity and on the magnetic
field gradient. Typical values are of order of 1O'° at/cm3. Further increase of density of the trapped atoms is limited by
two effects. On the one hand, increase of collision frequency leads to a gas heating and atom escape from the trap. On
the other hand, radiation imprisonment in a dense atomic cloud8 induces repulsive light force between atoms. Those two
effects limit attainable atomic density to about 1012at'cm3.

3.4. Temperature offrapped atoms.
The most direct method of measuring cold atom temperature is determination of their velocities. It is usually achieved
via measurement of time of flight of atoms released from the trap over the given distance. Principle of such a
measurement is shown in Fig. 3. When the trap is switched off, atoms in ultra..high vacuum fall down due to gravity,
crossing the laser beam tuned to atomic resonance and placed at the distance h below the trap center. In the beam atoms
absorb and reemit resonance radiation. Initial velocity distribution influences timeof-flight distribution of atoms.
Registration of fluorescence or absorption signal enables determination of this distribution, thereby atoms initial
velocities and finally their temperature. With proper analysis, the thne.offlight method gives very precise results9.
However, it is destructive as it leads to the loss of cold atomic sample. There are some nondestructive methods. For
example, one can rely on the balance between kinetic (thermal) and potential energy of atoms in the trapped gas:
kBT=k<x2>, where kB 5 the Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature, k is the spring constant of the trapping
potential and <x2> is a mean square of the atomic position relative to the trap center. Measuring this distance
(equivalent to the cloud extension, see subsection 3.1) and calculating constant k from the independent measurement of
atomic oscillation in the trap, one can easily calculate the cloud temperature without switching off the trap'°. However,
this methods requires a regular cloud shape, which is rarely fuffihled in practice.

ht.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.

Figure 3. Principle of measurement of cold atom temperature with the time-of.flight method. Trap center is at height h above a
resonant laser beam that excited fluorescence of the falling atoms. Temporal spread ofthe time-of-flight fluorescence signal reflects
the initial velocity spread, hence the temperature ofthe trapped atoms.

Temperature of atoms in a MOT depends mostly on intensity and frequency ofthe trapping beams. The temperature is
limited because the spontaneous emission which enables atom cooling also induces non-zero dispersion of the atomic
momentum and thus non-zero temperature. This simplistic temperature limit, deduced from the two-level atom model,
is called the Doppler-limit and is different for each trapped element, e.g. 240 iK for sodium and 140 jiK for rubidium.
Measured temperatures often are well below this limit. For example, in the Cracow MOT with rubidium atoms we
reached temperature of 70 tK, i.e. two times lower than the Doppler limit. This fact reveals existence of additional
cooling mechanism, the so-called Sisyphus cooliQ.
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3.5 Studies of the cold atom collisions
When an atomic sample reaches temperatures of about 1 mK or lower, the atomic movement becomes extremely slow.
Atoms travel with velocities of the order of 10 cmls or slower. In such conditions, the collisions between atoms and
their corresponding interactions last much longer than in standard temperatures. It allows high sensitivity studies of very
weak atomic interactions. Moreover, long interaction times enable modification of the state of the colliding atoms, e.g.
by appropriate laser excitation, and thereby permit controlling the collision process. The collisions ofthe cold atoms are
one ofthe major factors determining the properties ofthe trap, for example the maximum number oftrapped atoms.

The collision rates or cross-sections are determined by analysis of the fluorescence signal emitted by atoms during the
trap loading. After the trap switchon (switching on the magnetic field and the trapping beams) the processes of slowing
and trapping compete with the heating and escaping of atoms due to collisions. This competition is reflected onto the
evolution ofthe number oftrapped atoms N, which can be described by the following equation

=L-aW-fi1-, (1)

where L denotes the trap loading rate, Vis its volume, and a and /1 denote the rates of collisions of cold atoms with hot-
atom background and with other cold atoms, respectively11. Solution of the equation has the form:
N(t) = (LV/fJ)"2 tanh[(a+4LflV)"2tJ2}. Fitting the calculated N(t) curve to the experimental data, such as shown in
Fig. 4, allows determination ofthe a and ficoefficients, which typically are: oiO 1/s and /3lO.h1 cm3/s.
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Figure 4. Increase ofthe fluorescence intensity ofthe atomic cloud after the trap switch-on at t=O, proportional to the increase of the
number ofeollected atoms'2.

4. NONLIMAR LASER SPECTROSCOPY AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

Basic characteristics ofthe trap such as the number of atoms, density or temperature can be determined by observation
ofthe light emitted by the trapped atomic sample. However, studying ofthe more subtle properties ofultra-cold atoms
requires more sophisticated methods, which are based on nonlinear spectroscopy. The main concept of such
measurements is depicted in Fig. 5. The probe beam, derived from additional tunable laser, is passed through the cloud
of cold atoms, which interact with three pairs of trap beams of frequency VL. Using two detectors, one is able to
simultaneously acquire two different spectroscopic signals. One detector records changes of the probe beam
transmission, i.e. the absorption spectrum of cold atoms, whilst the second detector measures intensity of the beam
generated in the atomic sample by the nonlinear process offour wave mixing (FWM).

The FWM signal is a coherent beam which propagates in the opposite direction to the probe and can be directed onto
the detector by a beam-splitter. Fig. 6. shows examples ofthe absorption and FWM spectra obtained using the described
method. The frequency of the probe laser, VP WS swept in the vicinity of v0, the frequency of one of the spectral
components of rubidium D2 line (780 nm)13. The spectra in Fig. 6a) and 6b) reveal three components: a central structure
at frequency VL and the two, so-called, Rabi sidebands, occurring symmetrically at both sides of VL. The central
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structure is due to quasi-elastic, or Rayleigh scattering For the FWM spectrum the central structure appears as an
almost symmetric resonance, while in the absorption spectrum it is an asymmetric resonance. The Rabi sidebands are
due to transitions between the energy levels of atomic internal structure, perturbed by the intense trapping beams. In the
case of FWM, both sidebands have a positive sign, whilst for absorption spectrum their signs are opposite: the negative
sign of Rabi sideband reflects absorption of the probe beam, the positive sign shows the probe amplification. The
measurements of the frequency of the Rabi sidebands allows for a precise determination of the local electric field
intensity of the trapping beams. This parameter is very important for accurate determination of the trapping conditions
and for evaluation of other measurements performed with trapped atoms.

probe beani

Figure 5. Experimental setup for diagnostics ofthe trapped atoms with non4inear laser spectroscopy: additional laser beam serves as
a probe for the measurement ofthe cloud absorption as well as for inducing the non-linear four-wave mixing signaL

The central feature, when recorded with better resolution, reveals its further complex structure (Fig. 6c. and 6d.). This
structure is barely visible in the absorption spectrum (Fig. 6d.), yet it appears distinctly in the FWM spectrum. This
complicated shape of both spectra is associated with a spatial localization of the atoms in the periodic optical potential
created by interference of the six intersecting trapping beams. The ensemble of atoms distributed regularly in such a
potential is called the optical lattice. The period of the optical lattice equals $\lambdal2$, which in case of rubidium
atoms amounts 390 urn. Fig. 7. depicts the example of periodic structure of the optical potential for given polarization
and phases ofthe trapping beams.

Optical lattice can be regarded as a kind ofan optical crystal. The atoms, which are sufficiently cold to be trapped in the
periodic optical potential, oscillate in the potential minima and their oscillation energy is quantized. Raman transitions
between discrete energy levels of such oscillators contribute to the resonance structure of the central feature, shown in
Fig. 6c, 6d.

Another mechanism responsible for the shape of the central feature is the atomic recoil due to the Raman transitions
between non-quantized, kinetic energy states of non-localized atoms. The shape of the, so-called, recoil induced
resonance originates from the statistical properties of the atomic ensemble, which has not been trapped in the optical
lattice.
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Figure 6. The non-linear spectra of cold atoms captured in a MOT. (a), (c) — four wave mixing, (b), (d) —absorption. Spectra (a) and
(c) were recorded as a function of the probe beam detuning from the atomic transition, v,-v0, while the expanded, high-resolution
central parts ofthe spectra(b) and (d) are depicted as a function ofthe probe beam and trapping beam frequency difference Vp-VL.

5. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, diagnostics of cold atoms in the magneto-optical trap allows not only for determination of their basic
properties, but enables deeper insight into many interesting quantum effects occurring in the ultra-low temperatures.
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Figure 7. Spatial distribution ofthe net electric field intensity resulting from interference ofthe trapping beams.
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